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Abstract—IoT (Internet of things) is an important part of new generation information technology. Facing the huge market, the enterprises shall respond to the national IoT development strategy demands, in order to develop further and enhance their competitiveness. Organizational capabilities theory in IoT technology innovation of the enterprises will be studied based on theory of enterprise resource, core competence theory, dynamic capabilities theory, knowledge based theory and risk assessment, providing theoretical support to the IoT technology innovation development as a response to the national IoT development strategy demands, to better service the social economy development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is an important part of new generation information technology [1, 2]. In November 2005, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) issued the ITU Internet Report 2005: Internet of Things, thus the concept of IoT was officially proposed. The purpose of IoT is to enable remote sensing and control of all things, and to connect to the existing network, forming a more intelligent production and living system [3]. On March 5, 2010, Premier Wen Jiabao proposed to vigorously cultivate strategic emerging industry, to speed up the research and application of IoT, and increase the investment in strategic emerging industry and policy support in the part of “accelerate transformation of economic development mode, adjust and optimize economic structure” of the Government Work Report.

Technology innovation is the fundamental source for enterprise to achieve scientific and technological progress, obtain the competitive advantage and promote economic growth, and the important basis for the survival and development of enterprises [4]. Enterprises gain the competitive edge relying on technological innovation, but technical innovation is a process full of risk and uncertainty, which may not only result in tangible economic losses of enterprises, but also lead to such intangible losses as time loss, opportunity loss and psychological damage [5]. The research on relevant theory of Organizational Capabilities will enhance enterprise innovation efficiency and quality effectively against enterprises’ technological innovation in the development of IoT. And through the theoretical research on risk assessment on IoT technological innovation, the influence on enterprise innovation by environmental uncertainty will be reduced, which is conducive to enhance enterprise’s response speed against environmental changes in terms of IoT technological innovation.

Enterprise competence promotion mechanism in IoT technological innovation will be studied in this paper. And provide theoretical guidance of technological innovation development for enterprise in the rapid development of IoT, enhance the efficiency of technological innovation development, reduce the risk and save the cost in view of the basic theory problems of organizational capabilities in the process of IoT technological innovation, thus to solve the current condition of Chinese enterprises’ lack of targeted organizational capability management theory in the process of IoT technological innovation.

II. DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN RESEARCH STATUS AND DEVELOPMENT TRENDS

A. Development Status of Internet of Things

IoT has become a development strategy of many countries. On April 8, 2005, the “International Expert Team of Ubiquitous Network Society” was established specially by the International Telecommunication Union on World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) held in Geneva, providing a permanent consulting institution to discuss IoT internationally. According to the report of this team, many countries have started their development strategy of “Internet of Things” since 2005 [6, 7]. The lot is listed as one of the six key technologies in the Key Technologies Potentially Affect American Interests in 2025 as published by the National Intelligence Council (NIC). In April 2005, the Executive European Commission formally announced a policy framework of “i2010” for the EU information communication, putting forward the integration of different communication networks, content services and
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terminal equipment, to provide a consistent management structure to adapt to the globalized digital economy, and develop the technology which is more market-oriented, flexible and future-oriented [8-10]. Japan UID system established under T-Engine has been used well in this country, and will be promoted vigorously to other countries, especially Asian countries. In October 2009, the Korea Communications Commission approved the Basic Planning of Infrastructure Construction for Internet of Things, regarded IoT market as a new growth engine, and determined such 4 areas as IoT Infrastructure Construction, IoT Service Development, IoT Technology R&D and IoT Diffusion Environment Creation and 12 detailed topics [6]. The key technology of IoT has also been used widely in China. The two dimensional coding technology has been widely used in animal source tracing, the automatic production line of automobile industry, public security, diplomatic, military and other areas [11]. But at present, China's IoT technology is still in the starting period of scattered application, and there is great distance to large-scale industrialization promotion, with the problems mainly reflected in the following aspects: (1) great difficulty in industry convergence; (2) lack of unified technical standards; (3) lack of sustainable business model; (4) policy environment need to be perfected [6].

Innovation and breakthrough of IoT is the basic guarantee of industrial development against the above problems. In the process of IoT technology innovation, it is essential for enterprises to conduct organizational capability management, including technological innovation management, as well as risk assessment on technology innovation and policy support [12, 13].

B. Current Situation of Theoretical Research on Organizational Capability

Organizational Capabilities theory considers enterprise as an aggregation of capability. Since 1960 s, the researchers of this theory has pointed out further that the key hidden behind the organizational capabilities and determines its competitive advantage is the knowledge mastered by the enterprise, particularly the tacit knowledge that is difficult to be imitated by competitors as well as the cognitive learning closely related to the knowledge, namely the use of knowledge or skill [14-19]. Trygg, Verona and Eisenhardt K have pointed out that the process of product development is a set of capabilities, of which the success lies in the effective use of internal and external knowledge, and determines such 4 areas as IoT Infrastructure Construction, IoT Service Development, IoT Technology R&D and IoT Diffusion Environment Creation and 12 detailed topics [6]. The key technology of IoT has also been used widely in China. The two dimensional coding technology has been widely used in animal source tracing, the automatic production line of automobile industry, public security, diplomatic, military and other areas [11]. But at present, China's IoT technology is still in the starting period of scattered application, and there is great distance to large-scale industrialization promotion, with the problems mainly reflected in the following aspects: (1) great difficulty in industry convergence; (2) lack of unified technical standards; (3) lack of sustainable business model; (4) policy environment need to be perfected [6].

Innovation and breakthrough of IoT is the basic guarantee of industrial development against the above problems. In the process of IoT technology innovation, it is essential for enterprises to conduct organizational capability management, including technological innovation management, as well as risk assessment on technology innovation and policy support [12, 13].

With the increasing uncertainty and complexity of enterprise management environment, the theory researchers began rethink and expand the internal logic structure and its evolution law of the organizational capability, and pay more attention to organization knowledge structure, the evolution of organizational knowledge itself, and the dynamic analysis of its matching to environmental changes which play a key role on enterprise strategy [19]. These relevant studies can be summarized as dynamic capabilities, absorption ability and transformation ability, of which their common characteristic is to describe the source and formation process of unique organizational ability using the dynamics and heterogeneity of organizational knowledge structure. And at the theoretical level, taking the dynamic analysis on economy by evolution economists of Nelson and Winter and epistemologist of Polanyi, the contribution of Nonaka, Teece, Grant and Gerard is enriched greatly [19].

Chu Tianjiao [25], one of the domestic scholars, points out from the perspective of enterprise resource view that, product research and development ability of an enterprise is a collection of capabilities, including resource acquisition ability, organization integration ability, achievement transformation ability and environmental supporting capacity [14]. After a comprehensive survey on existing research results, Xing Xiaoyang and Gong Yunhuan [26] point out that enterprise product development process is a set of knowledge, enable the research and development ability to be increased and spread through acquisition of the internal and external knowledge. And network capacity reflects the acquisition ability of external knowledge, while technical capacity embodies the integration capability of internal knowledge. Therefore, from the perspective of ability’s knowledge property and its application characteristics, the success of enterprise product research and development mainly need two kinds of organizational capabilities: network capability and technical capability, to mainly inspect the difference of different organizational capabilities for external knowledge absorption and internal knowledge integration, and the impact on the research and development of product by their interaction [14]. Wang Yi, Chen Jin, Xu Qingrui and others divide the organizational capabilities into three levels from the perspective of ability carrier and comprehensive degree levels on the basis of Henderson frame concept: ability at technology integration layer, ability at business layer and capability at operating environment layer [27].

III. ANALYSIS ON CHINA’S IOT TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION AND COMPETITIVENESS

The basic theory research on Organizational Capabilities is carried out against the IoT development, and the research on IoT development trend and demands is the basic premise. The globalization of various industries makes the full interpretation of international development trend of IoT industry, its development situation in China, as well as the location in
global industrial chain and development needs the primary problem to be solved.

Internationally, the United States has gradually created an IoT industry strong strength relying on its technical advantages in such areas as chip, software, Internet and high-end application integration. Currently, with respect to the IoT application, the European M2M market is quite mature with balanced development, and various countries in European Union have formed certain scale of IoT application in the field of electric power, transportation and logistics. Japan has developed such IoT businesses as disaster protection and mobile payment with emphasis against its domestic characteristics. In China, the emerging strategic industries including IoT were involved in the Government Work Report at the beginning of 2010. The first China Internet of Things Conference was held in Beijing on June 29, 2010, and the latest consensus about IoT concept was concluded at this conference, namely: the Internet of Things is a network of instrument, interconnection and intelligent, and its technology development goals are: comprehensive perception, reliable transmission and intelligent processing.

In general, various countries’ IoT development is still dependent on the technological path of the United States to a certain degree. On the one hand, this is because the IoT technology cannot be developed without the Internet technology standard as dominated by America in the past and at present; on the other hand, it is the long term basic research, accumulation and strong technical reserves in the field of IT in American, and at the same time, America is good at promoting the formation of a new generation of industrial technology dominant design standard using the method the concept innovation. Therefore, the settlement of path dependence will create a huge market in IoT technology innovation for Chinese enterprises. At the same time, the competitiveness analysis on Chinese enterprises in IoT industry is also very important. The improvement of Chinese IoT industry competitiveness shall be conducted mainly starting from the several aspects as shown in “Fig. 1”.

A. Key Enterprise Resources Support

Some key resources and capabilities are required in the IoT technology Innovation of enterprises. First of all, the enterprise’s sustainable competitive advantage in IoT technology development is determined by the enterprise’s source "potential obstacles", and its own advantage resources will be converted into cost advantage. The resources which are valuable, scarce, and which cannot be imitated and replaced completely in IoT technology innovation are the necessary conditions for enterprise to gain competitive advantages. The competition restrictions afterwards by the enterprise, incomplete liquidity of enterprise resources and competition prevention by the enterprise are the sufficient conditions for the enterprise to gain competitive advantages. In addition, all the financial and material resources, human and organizational resources used by the enterprise to develop, produce and distribute products and serve the consumers in the IoT technology innovation will also be the key resource support for enterprise to carry on IoT technology innovation.

B. Cultivation of Enterprise’s Core Capability

Essentially, the enterprise is a collection of capabilities. And the decision elements of an enterprise’s ability in IoT technology innovation include long-term accumulation and learning, the initial inputs, additional inputs, enterprise experiences and so on. In the process of IoT innovation, the core capabilities include the following two aspects: first is the “team” of people; the second is the enterprise shall own the resources or assets. The reserve status of core ability determines the enterprise's business scope. The core capability owned by enterprise is the source for the enterprise’s sustainable competitive advantage in IoT development. In the process of IoT technology innovation, after the special ability which may bring the competitive advantages has formed in an enterprise, it can be applied to other business units, to achieve competitive advantage.

C. Enhancement of Enterprise Dynamic Ability

The dynamic capability of enterprise in IoT technology innovation refers to ability of integration, establishment and relocation of internal and external resources and capacity. Dynamic capability is a knowledge characteristic which generates diversified business, rendering the enterprise first move advantage in the process of IoT technology innovation, to adapt to the dynamic environment. Dynamic capability enables the enterprise to maintain or change its competitive advantage base. The formation of dynamic capability of an enterprise in IoT technology innovation requires the coordination, integration and the innovation of knowledge, which mainly reflected in the operating style, rules, procedures,
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practices, strategies and technologies to be built and operated by the enterprise. We need to consider enterprise as a knowledge system, and regard it as an integrated effective mechanism for acquisition, application and innovation of knowledge required in the process of production and providing services in IoT technology innovation. The knowledge difference formed and accumulated in the enterprise’s IoT technology innovation will cause enterprise’s heterogeneity.

D. Carry out Necessary Risk Assessment

The essential starting point of an enterprise to develop IoT technology is to improve enterprise benefits, and at the same time it assumes the risk of technology development. Reduce or avoid risk will effectively improve the efficiency of the enterprise’s research and development. As for the enterprises who conduct IoT technology innovation, risk management is to deal with the risks in a planned way by selecting effective means through risk identification, prediction and measurement, to reduce costs as much as possible, thus to acquire the economic guarantee for enterprise’s safety production. This will require enterprises to identify possible risks and predict the negative impact on resources and production operation in the process of production and operation, to gain a sustainable production. As a result, risk identification, prediction and treatment are main steps of enterprise’s risk management, as shown in “Fig. 2”.

We can adopt the following methods to conduct the study in specific evaluation process: (1) baseline risk assessment: to conduct risk identification of the system based on various segments of the process (based on the type of work and task) and areas, which suitable for regular assessment; (2) risk assessment based on problems is to conduct detailed evaluation and research on the major risks identified in risk overview, and to provide clear advice to management. The problems-based risk assessment is a complement and reinforcement of risk overview; (3) sustainable risk assessment is the dynamic risk assessment conducted by individual uninterrupted without considering location, and it is the continuous improvement of risk assessment.

![Fig. 2. Risk assessment of IoT technology innovation](image)

V. FUTURE POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to further accelerate the technological innovation of Chinese IoT industry and enhance enterprise innovation ability, in the future, we need to perfect the policy environment of IoT industry and promote healthy development of the industrial chain. Through the opening industrial investment policy and preferential tax policies, lead various state-owned, private and international capital to be invested in the IoT industry, break the trade barriers, permit cross-industry investment, construct infrastructure and public facilities, and actively promote critical applications. Especially at the start-up stage, we shall encourage the open of industry chain. And create an open industry environment on the premise that information safety is guaranteed, through appropriate easing access policy, price policy and other policies, to lay a solid foundation for the development of Chinese IoT industry. In addition, the competent authority of IoT industry shall start to cultivate this industry from such five aspects of fostering the IoT application, encouraging enterprises to set up innovation mechanism, establishing the IoT standard, creating the industrial chain of IoT to transform the inventions into productive forces and formulating guideline for IoT development.
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